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WHO I AM

WORK WITH ME

I have worked with nonprofits, corporations, and
solopreneurs to build
communities in the social
media sphere. Based out of
Nashville, TN, I hold a B.S. in
Journalism – Public
Relations from Middle
Tennessee State University
and have been published on
AboutPR.com and
MMagazine.

With more than 15 years of
experience in the digital
realm, I can help make your
next project or campaign
sparkle. From one-off events
to long-term campaigns, we
can put together the perfect
plan for your needs.

CONTENT STRATEGY
Your audience is as unique as your business. With over 15
years of experience in the digital field, I have the knowledge
and expertise to create a strategy that caters to your niche.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

WHAT I
DO:

Posting is more than just pushing send; I look at the account
analytics & platform best practices to find the perfect times
to schedule your content to have the best chance of success.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
There are a lot of moving pieces in campaigns. As a certified
Asana Ambassador, I can organize workflow so that each
piece of the puzzle is delivered on-time.

CONTENT CREATION
A consistent content flow is an important part of any digital
strategy, and I am adept at creating written & graphic pieces
that can fill the gaps between long-form projects.

BRANDS I'VE WORKED WITH

Content Strategy:
Album Release Plan
Our teen pop client was gearing up for their debut
album release following their successful stint on a
popular reality singing competition.
We focused on a grassroots approach to build buzz
and anticipation among the fanbase by creating
interactive pieces that encouraged fans to participate
by posting with a different preset hashtag each day.
At the time, this could guarantee multiple hour-long
top 5 Twitter trends with an estimated value of
$90,000.
Additionally, we planted some strategically leaked
clips through large-following fansites, which allowed
fans to create their own content that we could then
share.
We replicated this process for this client to win a fanfavorite vote at a youth award show.

Content Strategy:
Lawnmower Company

A lawnmower company partnered with us to create an integrated sponsored content
campaign to promote their venture into original digital programming series to be propagated
across all of our digital platforms.
We worked with the client to create adver-torial social and website postings, while also
utilizing traditional advertising methods, like preroll and banner ads. Additionally, we worked
with programming and the on-air teams to integrate this content during our own original
programming and OTT option.
This project closed with a total digital footprint of over 850K impressions across all digital
platforms.

Social Management:
Fan Club Influencer
I was recruited by a teen actress and her team to
manage and lead her fan online community in relation
to her television shows and subsequent solo projects.
In this role, I ran a fan-Twitter account and
spearheaded numerous Number 1 Worldwide Trends
over a 4 year period. I would also work with her digital
management team to direct fan efforts in supporting
releases, premieres, and partnerships. Additionally, I
was frequently deputized to dispel rumors or bolster
buzz on items that were in the process of being
confirmed.
At the end of 2014, the account had 24.7K followers
and had been featured in MMagazine, and was
recognized by multiple online publications as a
reliable source for information. As of 2021, my
methods are still being used in similar applications in
that sphere.

Social Management:
Niche Cable Network

The niche cable network did not have an active digital presence before I came on board.
A digital team was quickly assembled with my role primarily focusing on maximizing our
social growth and presence.
In the two years I worked with this network, I managed consistent postings of regular
feature contributors and programs. Using best practices, user data, & social heat maps,
I strategized when the prime posting times were for particular pieces, regularly having
our content appear in the "Explore" pages of social apps.
During my tenure, we saw a 6x increase Facebook average reach. Since taking over the
Instagram posting in 2020, we increased our followers by 32% in 11 months.

Project Management:
Annual Agriculture Youth Group
Convention Coverage
The niche cable network has a long-standing
partnership with an agricultural youth group to
cover the annual national convention. With 2020
being an unprecedented year for live event
coverage, our strategy needed to shift from the
"boots on the ground" approach of years past to a
streamlined virtual execution.
The digital side of the convention coverage
included two sponsor sales initiatives with a
combo of on-air, social, and web placement, daily
convention summaries, pre-event lead-up content
and graphic creation, and event livestreaming,
during convention hours to assist viewers. This
project was managed through Asana.
Final numbers for this coverage include a 34%
increase in web views and over 2.41 million social
impressions across all platforms.
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